In this paper,based on the fuzzy games,we define the imputation sequences of the n -person repeated games,and the domination,weak domination for the imputation sequences.Further,based on this theory,we define the core ,the weak core,the stable set,and the weak stable set of the n -person repeated fuzzy cooperative games.At last,some properties of the stable set and the weak stable set are given.
Introduction
In the former literature about the cooperative game, how to allocate the total benefit among the the players have been studied widely.In 1974, Aubin, JP introduced Fuzzy games, and combine cooperative game with fuzzy coalition for the first time (Aubin, 1981, PP. 1-13) . And in 1999, Jorge Oviedo developed the n -person repeated cooperative game, the core of this game was discussed in his paper.And based on the these theory, we develoepde n -person Repeated fuzzy cooperative games.Further,we define the weak core,the stable set and the weak stable set for n -person Repeated fuzzy cooperative games.Thus,we extend the study for the solution of Repedted fuzzy games.
Basic definitions
Definition1. Let } ,..., 2 , 1 { : n N = be the set whose elements are called players. 
So we denote the core of the fuzzy cooperative game as (1)
is a imputation sequence of ) , ( w H .where t x is the imputation of t th stage game.then we define the core of the repeated fuzzy cooperative game as: ,there is no domination relationship between x and y (inner stability) ,we make sum to each side respectively.So we have
Theorem 2. If the stable set of the n -person repeated fuzzy cooperative
,then there exist coalition sequence θ and imputation sequence 
To (6),we make sum in both sides respecr to t ,and we have We make sum in both sides respect to t, and we have
